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• Why

• Frequency

• How
– Banner System
– E-print reports

• FOAP Monitoring
– Sponsored Fund
– Cost Share
– Third Party Match

• Expenditure Transfers

• Invoicing, receivables, financial reporting
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Why

OMB Circulars

Uniform Guidance

Other Federal Guidelines

Agency Requirements
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Office of Management & Budget Circular A-21
Cost Principles for Educational Institutions

• The recipient institution is responsible for ensuring that costs charged to a 
sponsored agreement are allowable, allocable, and reasonable under these 
cost principles.

• The institution’s financial management system shall ensure that no one 
person has complete control over all aspects of a financial transaction.

• Accounting practices of colleges and universities must support the 
accumulation of costs as required by the principles, and must provide for 
adequate documentation to support costs charged to sponsored 
agreements.
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Office of Management & Budget Circular A-110
Uniform Administrative Requirements

Section 21.b. Federal reporting agencies shall require recipients to have:

• Effective control over and accountability for all funds, property and other 
assets. Recipients shall adequately safeguard all such assets and assure 
they are used solely for authorized purposes.

• Written procedures for determining the reasonableness, allocability and 
allowability of costs in accordance with the provisions of the applicable 
Federal cost principles and the terms and conditions of the award.

• Accounting records including cost accounting records that are supported by 
source documentation.
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Office of Management & Budget Circular A-133
Audits of States, Local Governments, Non-Profits

Part 6 – Internal Controls:

Transactions are properly recorded and accounted for to:

• Permit the preparation of reliable financial statements and Federal reports.
• Maintain accountability over assets.
• Demonstrate compliance with laws, regulations, and other compliance 

requirements.

Transactions are executed in compliance with:
• Laws, regulations, and the provisions of contracts or grant agreements that 

could have a direct and material effect on a Federal program.
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Office of Management & Budget Circular A-133
Audits of States, Local Governments, Non-Profits

Part 6 – Internal Controls:

• Accounting system provides for separate identification of Federal and non-
Federal transactions and allocation of transactions applicable to both

• Adequate source documentation exists to support amounts and items 
reported

• Recordkeeping system is established to ensure that accounting records and 
documentation are retained for the time period required by applicable 
requirements
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2 CFR Part 200 – Uniform Guidance

200.302  Financial management:

• Each state must expend and account for the Federal award in accordance 
with state laws and procedures for expending and accounting for the state’s 
own funds.

• Financial management systems must be sufficient to permit the preparation 
of reports required by general and program-specific terms and conditions

• Financial management systems must be sufficient to permit the tracing of 
funds to a level of expenditures adequate to establish that such funds have 
been used according to Federal statutes, regulations, and the terms and 
conditions of the Federal award
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2 CFR Part 200 – Uniform Guidance

200.302  Financial management:

• The financial management system of each non-Federal entity must provide for the 
following:

• Identification, in its accounts, of all Federal awards received and expended and the Federal 
programs under which they were received

• Accurate, current, and complete disclosure of each Federal award or program in accordance 
with the reporting requirements set forth in sections 200.327 and 200.328 of the Uniform 
Guidance

• Records that identify adequately the source and application of funds for federally-funded 
activities….supported by source documentation

• Effective control over, and accountability for, all funds, property, and other assets.  The non-
Federal entity must adequately safeguard all assets and assure that they are used solely for 
authorized purposes.

• Comparison of expenditures with budget amounts for each Federal award.
• Written procedures 
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Federal Sentencing Guidelines (Chapter 8)

To have an effective compliance and ethics program, organizations shall:

• Establish standards and procedures to prevent and detect criminal conduct.

• Promote an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a 
commitment to compliance with the law.
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Agency Requirements

National Science Foundation – Award and Administration Guide

• Grantee has full responsibility for the conduct of the project or activity supported 
under an NSF grant and for the results achieved.

• Documentation for each expenditure or action affecting the grant shall reflect 
appropriate organizational reviews or approvals, which should be made in 
advance of the action.

• Organizational reviews are intended to help assure that the expenditures are 
allowable, necessary and reasonable for the conduct of the project, and that the 
proposed action:
• Is consistent with grant terms and conditions;
• Is consistent with NSF and grantee policies;
• Represents effective utilization of resources; and
• Does not constitute a change in objective or scope
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Agency Requirements

National Institute of Health – Grants Policy Statement

• Grantees are required to meet the standards and requirements for financial 
management systems set forth or referenced in 45 CFR part 74.21 (also known 
as OMB Circular A-110)

• NIH cannot support the research unless it has assurance that its funds will be 
used appropriately, adequate documentation of transactions will be maintained, 
and assets will be safeguarded.

• Grantees must have in place accounting and internal control systems that 
provide for appropriate monitoring of grant accounts to ensure that obligations 
and expenditures are reasonable, allocable and allowable.

• System must be able to identify large unobligated balances, accelerated 
expenditures, inappropriate cost transfers, and other inappropriate obligation 
and expenditure of funds.
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Agency Requirements

National Institute of Health – Grants Policy Statement

• Grantees must notify NIH when problems are identified.

• A grantee’s failure to establish adequate control systems constitutes a material 
violation of the terms of the award.  

• Under these circumstances, NIH may include special conditions on awards 
or take any of the range of actions specified in Administrative Requirements 
– Enforcement Actions, as necessary and appropriate.
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Summary

Financial Management

Federal Source

Compliance Requirement for Recipient Institution A‐21 A‐110 A‐133
Uniform 
Guidance NSF NIH

Costs charged to sponsored agreements are allowable, allocable, and 
reasonable X X* X# X X X

Costs are in compliance with regulations and/or terms & conditions 
of award X X* X X X X

Effective accountability and controls are in place X X X+ X X X^

Adequate source documents X X X X X X



Frequency

Expenditures recorded on sponsored projects should be reviewed monthly.

Expectations
• Demonstrate effective internal controls

• Timely discovery and correction of errors

• Good stewardship of the funding awarded to Auburn University

• Provide reasonable assurance that the costs charged to sponsored projects 
are allowable, are allocated based on relative benefit received, and are in 
accordance with applicable cost principles

• Budget to actual comparisons are monitored
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Best Practices

• Source documentation is maintained for all financial transactions at central 
and/or departmental levels (*)

• The institution has a financial control system that limits costs charged to 
sponsored funds to costs allowable by that sponsor, in amounts that are 
properly allocable, and that do not exceed the sponsor’s fair share of total 
program costs (*)

• Persons responsible for the initiation of direct charges to programs and 
persons responsible for the approval and payment of those charges are 
knowledgeable of and follow the policies regarding allowability of costs and 
differentiation of costs into direct or F&A cost categories (*)

(*)  Source:  Council on Governmental Relations, “Managing Externally Funded Research 
Programs:  A Guide to Effective Management Practices”
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Responsibilities of the PI – PI Handbook 2015
(Starting on Page 40)

Each Fund in Banner is assigned to a responsible person.  For sponsored project 
funds, this person is the Principal Investigator.  The PI may delegate some of the 
duties associated with financial management of the Fund to a business manager or 
other subordinate.  However, the PI assumes full responsibility for all activity on the 
Fund.

The PI is responsible for ensuring that all disbursements from the Fund are:
• for the bona fide purpose of the fund;
• allowable per the terms of the award;
• authorized in accordance with University policies, State and Federal laws and 

regulations;
• charged to the appropriate account code; and
• fall within the available funding for the Fund.
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Responsibilities of the PI – PI Handbook 2015

The PI is responsible for ensuring that:
• The Fund is reconciled on a timely basis, i.e., within 30 days of receiving the 

month-end report;
• immediate action is taken to resolve the errors or discrepancies noted during 

the report reconciliation and to follow up to ensure that errors are corrected; 
• the Fund is updated for changes in authorized signers and other Fund 

information; 
• file copies of supporting documentation for all activity processed on the Fund 

is maintained for at least three years after the final closeout of the project 
(unless required to maintain for a longer period of time based on sponsor 
requirements). 
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How

- Banner Admin vs. Self-Service Banner (SSB)
- Budget Queries

- Banner Admin
- SSB

- Other queries
- E-print Reports
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Banner Forms for Queries:

Fiscal year
FGIBDST – Organization Budget Status
FGITRND – Detail Transaction Activity

Project-to-date
FRIGITD – Grant Inception to Date
FRIGTRD – Grant Transaction Detail Form
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FGIBDST

Provides current fiscal year budget balance.

** For Contract/Grant funds, Revenue should be excluded **

• Enter Chart A
• Enter Fiscal Year
• Uncheck the Include Revenue Accounts box
• Enter Fund number only; leave Organization and Program codes blank when 

possible
• Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down or Block/Next from menu)
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FGITRND

Provides current fiscal year expenditure details.

Option 1 – Type form name on main menu
• Enter Fiscal Year
• Enter Fund number only; leave Organization and Program codes blank when 

possible; if looking for transactions in a specific account code, enter Account 
code

• Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down or Block/Next from menu)
• Query Execute (F8 or Query/Execute from menu)

Option 2 – Access FGITRND from FGIBDST form
• From the FGIBDST form, click Options/Transaction Detail Information
• Expenditure details will appear
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FRIGITD

Provides inception to date budget balance.

** Revenue should be excluded **

• Enter Chart A
• Enter the Grant number (or if you have the fund number, enter the fund 

number & the grant number will populate)
• Leave the Organization and Program Codes blank when possible
• Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down or Block/Next from menu)
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FRIGTRD

Provides project expenditure information from inception-to-date or the date range 
specified by the user.

Option 1 – Type form name on main menu
• Enter Chart A
• Enter the Grant Number
• Enter the Date From and the Date To (can enter in MMDDYY format)
• Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down or Block/Next from menu)
• HINT:  To exclude Revenue or any non-expenditure transactions, enter >6% in the 

Account field and YTD in the Field field.  This will limit your query results to 
expenditures only.

• Query Execute (F8 or Query/Execute from menu)

Option 2 – Access FRIGTRD from FRIGITD
• From the FRIGITD form, click Options/Transaction Detail Information
• Expenditure details will appear
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Budget Queries - SSB

The Budget Query link allows a user to review budget information for 
transactions entered through Banner Finance. A user may build or retrieve 
three different types of queries:

• Budget Status by Account 
• Budget Status by Organizational Hierarchy
• Budget Quick Query
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Budget Status by Account

• Detail by Account

• Transaction detail

• Document detail – invoice or purchase order
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Budget Status by Organizational Hierarchy

• Allows you to review budget information for organizations

• May be more useful for extracting departmental information than for budget 
queries of individual awards

• Can use Organization code hierarchy to create higher level queries
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Budget Quick Query

• Allows you to view budget information by account for the Fiscal Period and 
Year-to-Date

• Parameters available for this query are Adjusted Budget, Year-to-Date, 
Commitments, and Available Balance

• Will not allow you to drill down for more detail
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Other Queries

• FTMFUND – Fund Code Maintenance

• FRMFUND – Research Accounting Fund Maintenance

• FRAGRNT – Grant Maintenance

• FRIPSTG – Grant Personnel Inquiry

• FRIASTG – Grant Agency Inquiry

• FRIORGH – Grant Organization Inquiry

• FRIGRNT – Grant Code Inquiry
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FTMFUND

• Fund and grant number
• Type of award
• Default Organization and Program codes

• Can access grant information (FRAGRNT) and indirect cost information 
(FRMFUND) from Options on the menu bar
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FRMFUND

• Fund and grant number

• Indirect cost basis (MTDC, TDC, TPC, … )

• Indirect cost recovery FOPs
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FRAGRNT

• Grant number
• Long title and short title
• Sponsor
• PI and Co-PI
• Start and end dates
• Final financial report due date
• Award amount
• Cost sharing provided to date
• Field of Science code
• CFDA number
• Sponsor ID

** Must use Next Block (or Ctrl + Page Down) to populate info
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FRIPSTG

• List of grants by PI Banner ID number
• Grant number
• Grant name
• Award amount

• Can access grant information (FRAGRNT) and grant budget query 
(FRIGITD) from Options on the menu bar

• Enter PI Banner ID, then Next Block (or Ctrl + Page Down)
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FRIASTG

• List of grants by Sponsor Banner ID number
• Grant number
• Grant name
• Start Date
• Award amount

• Can access grant information (FRAGRNT) and grant budget query 
(FRIGITD) from Options on the menu bar

• Can use drop down arrow to look up Sponsor ID.  Use wildcard, execute 
query, then double click to bring ID back to FRIASTG form.

• Enter Sponsor Banner ID, then Next Block (or Ctrl + Page Down)
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FRIORGH

• List of grants by Organization code 
• Grant number
• Grant name
• Start Date
• Award amount

• Can access grant information (FRAGRNT) from Options on the menu bar
• Can use drop down arrow to look up Organization code
• Can extract to Excel spreadsheet from Help on the menu bar
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FRIGRNT

• Multiple query options; use wild card
• Grant number
• PI ID
• Sponsor
• Start and end dates
• Responsible department

• Can extract to Excel spreadsheet from Help on the menu bar
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e-print Reports

• Run after each month-end
• Finance and HR reports
• Log in from Finance tab of AUAccess

• FZOGITD – Grant Fund History, sorted by Grant
• FZOGITD_PI – Grant Fund History, sorted by PI 
• FZODOS2_CG – Departmental Operating Summary – C/G
• FZODOS3 – Departmental Operating Summary – CG by PI

• Labor distribution by Fund
• Labor distribution by Org
• Labor redistribution reports (for Salary/Wage transfers)
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FZOGITD

• Use instead of FRRGITD
• Sorted by Grant number
• Combines data found on three different forms in Banner Admin (FRAGRNT, 

FTMFUND, FRMFUND)
• Total for each account code
• Subtotals by budget pool
• Includes default Organization and Program codes, to compare against actual 

Organization and Program codes to detect errors
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FZOGITD_PI

• Same report as FZOGITD
• Sorted by Principal Investigator first and last name instead of grant 

number
• Do not have to remember grant or fund numbers 
• Available beginning with the 3/31/12 month end
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FZODOS2_CG

• Fund and Grant numbers
• PI
• Budget
• Current month, fiscal year-to-date, and project-to-date expenditures
• Grant end date
• One line per grant
• Uses Organization code hierarchy
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FZODOS3

• Same report as FZODOS2_CG
• Sorted by Principal Investigator first and last name instead of grant 

number
• Do not have to remember grant or fund numbers 
• Available beginning with the 4/30/12 month end
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Review

Banner Admin budget queries and transaction detail queries
• FGIBDST, FGITRND; FRIGTRD, FRIGTRD

SSB budget queries
• Budget Status by Account, Budget Status by Organization Hierarchy, Budget 

Quick Query

Other Banner Admin queries
• FTMFUND, FRMFUND, FRAGRNT, FRIPSTG, FRIASTG, FRIORGH, 

FRIGRNT

e-print Reports
• FZOGITD, FZOGITD_PI, FZODOS2_CG, FZODOS3
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Sponsored Funds

• Is the cost allowable? 
• Is the cost budgeted?  

• If not, is prior approval required?
• Is the cost normally a direct cost or an indirect cost?

• Is there an unlike circumstance?
• Is the cost allocated correctly?
• Is the cost recorded correctly?
• Did the person paid from the fund work on the fund during the pay period?
• Was the expenditure incurred during the period of performance?
• If near the end of the project – was the item received and in use before the 

end of the project period?
• Who is our sponsor?
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Account codes to review in more detail:

• 70050 – Cell Phones & Push to Talk
• 70070 – Postage 
• 70080 – Telephone/Telegraph
• 70350 – Business Meals
• 70360 – Guest Meals
• 70550 – TES-Admin/Clerical
• 70655 – Individual Memberships
• 70780 – Office Printing
• 70835 – Subscriptions
• 70845 – Other General Admin Expenses
• 70850 – Books/Periodicals/Publications
• 70851 – Copying
• 70935 – Office Supplies
• 71000 – Non-Capital Computer Equipment
• 71150 – Computer Supplies
• 71160 – Computer Software Maintenance/Renew
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Cost Share Funds

• Has budget been loaded?
• Are cost share expenditures and sponsored expenditures occurring at about 

the same rate?
• What is the total match requirement?
• Are we meeting the match?
• Is the cost allowable? 
• Is the cost budgeted?  
• Is the cost normally a direct cost or an indirect cost?
• Is the cost allocated correctly?
• Is the cost recorded correctly?
• Did the person paid from the fund work on the fund during the pay period?
• Was the expenditure incurred during the period of performance?
• If near the end of the project – was the item received and in use before the 

end of the project period?
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Third Party Match Funds

• Is the cost allowable? 
• Is the cost budgeted?  
• Is the cost normally a direct cost or an indirect cost?
• Is the cost allocated correctly?
• Is the cost recorded correctly?
• Did the person paid from the fund work on the fund during the pay period?
• Was the expenditure incurred during the period of performance?
• If near the end of the project – was the item received and in use before the 

end of the project period?
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Program Income Funds

• Is the cost allowable? 
• Is the cost budgeted?  
• Is the cost normally a direct cost or an indirect cost?
• Is the cost allocated correctly?
• Is the cost recorded correctly?
• Did the person paid from the fund work on the fund during the pay period?
• Was the expenditure incurred during the period of performance?
• If near the end of the project – was the item received and in use before the 

end of the project period?
• Has all income been collected and deposited?
• Has budget been loaded?
• Has all income been expended?
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Program Income Funds

There are two ways in which program income funds can be deposited and the 
budget increased:

• The department sends the checks to Contracts and Grants Accounting to 
deposit along with a completed Budget Transfer Form equal to the total of 
the checks.  Contracts and Grants Accounting will deposit the checks and 
load budget according to the Budget Transfer Form.

• The department deposits the income to the program income FOAP using the 
Collection Report/Receipt Voucher and sends a request to Contracts and 
Grants Accounting to increase the budget.  The request must include a 
complete copy of the collection report, including copies of the checks, and a 
Budget Transfer Form equal to the deposited income.  Contracts and Grants 
Accounting will then increase the budget.
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Program Income Funds

If program participants pay with a credit card, the department must send a copy 
of the Collection Report and credit card batch detail report to Contracts and 
Grants Accounting, along with a completed Budget Transfer Form.  Budget will 
be loaded by Contracts and Grants Accounting.

Option Number 1 is the recommended method for depositing Program 
Income and loading budget.
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Cost Transfers

It is extremely important that all expenditures be initially charged to the appropriate 
Fund. 

OMB Circular A-21, Section C.4.b directs that:  

"Any costs allocable to a particular sponsored agreement under the standards provided in this 
Circular may not be shifted to other sponsored agreements in order to meet deficiencies 
caused by overruns or other fund considerations, to avoid restrictions imposed by law or by 
terms of the sponsored agreement, or for other reasons of convenience." 

• Under no circumstances may expenditures be placed onto a sponsored fund for 
reasons of convenience or funding availability with the intention that they will be 
moved to the proper FOAP (FOAP/sponsored project that benefited from the 
expense) at a later date. Such “parking” of costs violates the costing guidelines 
and is strictly prohibited.  For this reason, the project director and others involved 
in administering awards should seek to ensure that expenditures are always 
recorded correctly. 
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Cost Transfers

• In the event cost transfers become necessary, the general deadline for 
processing such transfers TO sponsored FOAPs is no later than 90 days 
after expenditure was incurred.

• Cost transfers TO sponsored FOAPs after this period are generally not 
allowed, but may be permitted under extenuating circumstances.

• Cost transfers FROM sponsored FOAPs to unrestricted FOAPs will be 
processed regardless of when the expenditure was incurred.

• All cost transfers involving sponsored FOAPs are to be approved by 
Contracts and Grants Accounting.
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Cost Transfers – Responsibilities

Principal Investigators (PIs) and his/her responsible department
• Make every effort to ensure expenditures are recorded correctly the first time and all 

expenditures are:
• Allowable (allowed to be charged according to federal costing guidelines in 2 

CFR, Part 220; Auburn University policies; and sponsor restrictions)
• Reasonable (reflects the actions of a prudent person)
• Allocable (the cost provides a direct benefit to the project)
• Consistently treated (the same type of cost in like circumstances is treated the 

same across Auburn University)
• Review financial reports monthly to facilitate timely discovery and correction of errors
• Provide an adequate explanation of how the error occurred and how the project 

receiving the transfer was determined to be the correct one.  

Explanations such as “to correct error” or “to transfer to correct project” are 
insufficient.
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Cost Transfers – Responsibilities

Principal Investigators (PIs) and his/her responsible department
• Avoid transfers which “spend down the award” or involve transfers from over-

expended FOAPs to FOAPs with large balances, simply because “that’s where the 
money is”

• Prepare appropriate documents in Self Service Banner, attach all supporting 
documentation, and submit them to Contracts and Grants Accounting for review

Contracts and Grants Accounting
• Review and approve or disapprove all cost transfers involving sponsored projects
• Review the justification for cost transfers over 90 days old and determine 

appropriateness of the transfers
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Dean’s Cost Share FOAPs

• Cost sharing at the Dean’s level for each function (OR, IN, OS) used to capture 
project related expenditures not covered by the sponsor.

• Not given an original budget.

• Does not replace the normal cost sharing FOAPs specifically required for some 
projects

• Why?
• Federal regulations require the accounting for sponsored projects separately. 
• Accounting for expenditures in the appropriate functional category (OR, IN, OS)

• When?
• Project cost overruns
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Dean’s Cost Share FOAPs

• A fund is overspent by $4,538.53.  The indirect cost rate is 48% MTDC.  What is the amount 
of direct costs for the bottom line transfer?

• A fund is overspent by $3,803.98.  The indirect cost rate is 25% TDC.  What is the amount 
of direct costs for the bottom line transfer?

• A fund is overspent by $1,241.76.  Indirect costs were waived.  What is the amount of direct 
costs for the bottom line transfer?

• The Debit account for bottom line transfers is always 80000.
• The Credit account for bottom line transfers is always 80010.

• Program code for Dean’s CS FOP should be the non-sponsored equivalent of the 
sponsored FOP:

• 1000 1020
• 2000, 2002 or 2004                        2054
• 3000                                               3010
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Disallowed costs

• Disallowed or unallowable costs are costs specifically prohibited by Federal 
regulations or sponsor restrictions

• Costs that have been disallowed should not be transferred to the Dean’s CS FOAP, 
since they should not be included in the base for the F&A calculation.

• Will be transferred to ICRE or other unrestricted FOAP.

• Debit and credit account codes are based on the original transaction.
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Invoicing, Receivables, Financial Reporting to Sponsors

• Contracts and Grants Accounting Office is responsible for invoicing, financial 
reporting, and collections related to all sponsored projects

• Determined by the type of agreement and by sponsors’ request.
• Cost reimbursable agreement vs. fixed price agreement
• Monthly, quarterly, or scheduled payments
• Are duplicate vouchers required?

• Duplicate vouchers are supporting documentation, i.e. copy of voucher processed by 
PPS

• Required by sponsors before payment is authorized
• Forwarded to CGA by department administration staff
• Keep a copy for your records
• Impact of electronic processing / document imaging
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Invoicing, Receivables, Financial Reporting to Sponsors

• Invoices are PC generated
• If DVs are required, balance and tie back to invoice
• Record as University receivable before distributing

• Forms FRIGITD and FRIGTRD as a guide
• Review expenditures

• Payments should be processed by CGA.  If check is mailed to your office, please 
forward to CGA.
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Contracts and Grants Accounting 
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Accounting Teams Financial Assistants
Create Team

Bill Pearce 4-6193
Dorothy Cordell 4-6188

Federal Team
Beth Morgan 4-6190
Melissa Mapp 4-6191
Amy Kast 4-6184

State/Other Team
Melissa Martin 4-6192
Jessica Gardner 4-6189
Andrea Singleton 4-6187
Thomas Straub 4-6144

Melanie Cosby 4-6183
Wilhelmina Pitts 4-6194
Laura Griffiths 4-4847


